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Abstract

Since cancer continues to plague humanity there is large need for development of modalities for both diagnosis and therapy. Most of the currently available methods suffer from serious disadvantages. The treatments, e.g. ionising radiation, chemotherapy, surgery, may themselves induce malignancies or the patient may be physically impaired for a longer period of time.

The work presented aims at developing equipment and methods that use light for both detection and treatment of various malignant or pre-malignant conditions. Fundamental knowledge on the interaction between light and tissue is required in order to develop models for the light distribution in tissue. Therefore, basic properties of light-tissue interaction, like refractive index, absorption, scattering, and scattering anisotropy, are introduced. How the physiological status of the tissue affects these properties are discussed.

Utilizing the differences in the fluorescence spectra emitted by healthy and malignant tissues, when irradiated with visible light, it is possible to detect and delineate certain lesions. The contrast between diseased and healthy tissue can be further enhanced with the use of a fluorescence tumour marker. The evolution of these tumour markers has been fuelled by the fact that many tumour markers also can be utilized for light therapy. The modality is called photodynamic therapy (PDT) and has now been clinically approved for the treatment of several conditions. The possible indications for this type of treatment are generally limited to thin superficial lesions due to the limited penetration of the light in tissue.

The work presented in this thesis mainly relates to overcoming the limited light penetration by leading the light through multiple optical fibres inserted into the tumour. In this way both embedded tumour and/or thick tumours could be an indication for this modality. In addition to that the fibres are used to collect information about relevant parameters of therapeutic interest.

Låt kroppen själv peka ut tumören!

Ett ämne som ger upphov till en sådan typ av ansamling är aminolevulinsyra (ALA) en aminosyra som är ett förstadium till hemoglobin (eller haem), det syretransporterande färgämnet i röda blodceller. Alla celler i kroppen tillverkar hemoglobin i högre eller lägre grad i den så kallade haemcykeln, se figur I. Processerna i haemcykeln sker relativt snabbt (ca en timme) utom det sista, långsamma, steget som tar cirka ett dygn. Detta sista steg består i att protoporfyrin IX (PpIX), som bildats ur ALA, binder järn till sig och blir haem och senare hemoglobin. Den generellt steegrade aktiviteten i tumörceller gör att dessa har en accelererad haemcykel jämfört med liknande friska celler. Genom att då ge patienten ALA och sedan vänta några timmar så får man en ungefär tre gånger högre koncentration av PpIX i tumörcellerna än i friska celler.
I. Skiss av haemcykeln samt effekten av belysning av PpIX med olika färg.


**Självreglerande och intelligent ljusterapi**


**Metodens för- och nackdelar**

PDT kan med fördel användas på områden där det är viktigt att inte skada frisk vävnad av kosmetiska och medicinska skäl, till exempel i ansiktet eller på genitalierna. Metoden har ett snabbt läkningsförore (några veckor), och det går inte att överbehandla (som i fallet med behandling med radioaktiva preparat) utan behandlingen kan upprepas så många gånger man behöver.
II. PDT av patient med tumör på nästippen. Laserljuset levereras med hjälp av en optisk fiber, på bilden fastsatt på en vanlig undersökningslampa.

Patienten kan enkelt ges ALA antingen oralt (utblandat i juice), intravenöst eller utblandat i en kräm som smörjs in direkt på tumörområdet. Jämfört med traditionella cancerbehandlingar som kirurgi, radioaktiv strålning eller cellgifter orsakar metoden väsentligt mindre obehag för patienten. Även för personalen är metoden relativt okomplicerad och kräver bara ögonskydd. Den här typen av behandling sker regelbundet på ett flertal sjukhus i Sverige idag, se figur II.

Metoden orsakar en lätt till måttlig smärta under de 5 till 10 minuter själva ljushandlingen tar, men det kan enkelt mildras genom att badda området med lite kallt vatten. En större nackdel är då behandlingsljugets begränsade inträngning i vävnad. För det röda behandlingsljuiset räknar man ett effektivt behandlingsdjup på cirka 3 millimeter i vävnad. För det blåa detektionsljuset är samma siffra bara några tusendels millimeter! Detta begränsar användningsområdena för PDT till tunna och ytliga tumörer. Det kan även vara olämpligt att behandla vävnad som har naturligt hög produktion av hemoglobin som till exempel benmärg, lever och magtarmkanalen.

Interstitiell PDT enligt Lundamodellen
Ett sätt att komma runt problemet med att man bara kan behandla ytliga tumörer, skulle kunna vara att leda behandlingsljuiset in i tumören via en optisk fiber som sticks ner i tumören, så kallad interstitiell PDT. Då skulle man kunna behandla en volym på cirka tre millimeter i radie kring fiberspetsen. Genom att sedan flytta runt fibern eller använda sig av flera fibrer skulle man kunna behandla både tjocka tumörer och tumörer som inte ligger ytligt. Interstitiell PDT förekommer i enstaka fall vid ett fåtal sjukhus i världen.

III. Två nyutvecklade utrustningar för Interstitiell-PDT (vå, mitten). Interstitiell-PDT för behandling av en tjock tumör på vaden (hö).

Kommersiell vidareutveckling
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List of symbols and abbreviations

Listed below are the symbols, abbreviations, and terms used throughout the thesis, were applicable with the unit used within brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon$</td>
<td>molar extinction coefficient</td>
<td>m$^2$/mol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi(r,t)$</td>
<td>fluence rate</td>
<td>mW/cm$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>wavelength</td>
<td>nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_a$</td>
<td>absorption coefficient</td>
<td>cm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_{\text{eff}}$</td>
<td>effective attenuation</td>
<td>cm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_s$</td>
<td>scattering coefficient</td>
<td>cm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_s(1-g)$</td>
<td>reduced scattering coefficient</td>
<td>cm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_t$</td>
<td>transport coefficient</td>
<td>cm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>solid angle</td>
<td>sr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>plane angle</td>
<td>radians, °</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>speed of light</td>
<td>299 792 458 m/s, by definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>diffusion coefficient</td>
<td>1/3($\mu_a$+$\mu_s$), cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E(r,t)$</td>
<td>irradiance</td>
<td>W/m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Phi(r,t)$</td>
<td>photon flux</td>
<td>W/m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g$</td>
<td>anisotropy factor</td>
<td>$\langle\cos\theta\rangle$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>Planck's constant</td>
<td>$6.63 \times 10^{-34}$ Js</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>wave vector</td>
<td>$2\pi/\lambda \cdot s$, 1/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L(r,s,t)$</td>
<td>radiance</td>
<td>W/m$^2$sr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N(r,s,t)$</td>
<td>photon distribution function</td>
<td>1/m$^3$sr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p(\theta)$</td>
<td>scattering phase function</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q(r,t)$</td>
<td>source term</td>
<td>W/m$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q(r,t)$</td>
<td>source term</td>
<td>W/m$^3$sr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$, $r$</td>
<td>position</td>
<td>3- and 1-dimensions, respectively, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>reflected intensity</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$, $s_i$</td>
<td>unit vector of incident and scattered light, respectively</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>time</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v$, $v$</td>
<td>velocity vector, speed ($v=c/n$)</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W(r)$</td>
<td>deposited light dose at position $r$</td>
<td>W(r) = $\mu_a \int \phi(r,t)dt$, J/m$^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Abbreviations

ALA  aminolaevulinic acid
ALA-ME methyl-esterified ALA, also m-ALA, Metvix®
BCC  basal cell carcinoma
BPD  benzoporphyrin derivative, Visudyne®
D  diffusion coefficient, 1/3(μ_a+μ_s), [cm]
DE  the time-independent diffusion equation
FEM  Finite Element Method
Hb  deoxygenated haemoglobin
HbO_2  oxygenated haemoglobin
HpD  haematoporphyrin derivative
in vivo literally: "in the living"
IPDT  interstitial photodynamic therapy
IR  infrared
LDPI  laser Doppler perfusion imaging
LIF  laser-induced fluorescence
mTHPC  meta-tetrahydroxyphenylchlorin, also Temoporfin, Foscan®
PDT  photodynamic therapy
PpIX  protoporphyrin IX
RTE  radiative transport equation
SC  stratum corneum, the outermost layer of the skin
UV  ultraviolet
Chapter 1

Introduction

Sunlight is fundamental to all kinds of life, in one way or another. The sun propels the main biochemical process, the photosynthesis, which leads to the widespread vegetation flourishing all over. In this case sunlight interacts with the chlorophyll in the green plants transforming carbon dioxide and water into carbohydrates and oxygen, which in turn both are prerequisites for all animal life. In our body the sun induces a similar biochemical process when synthesising vitamin D, after absorption of ultraviolet light in the skin. The same kind of light also produces a different response in the melanosomes in the skin. Here, the radiation stimulates the production of melanin, the dark pigment in the skin, that will eventually stop the UV light from penetrating further down into the skin. But perhaps the most fascinating light-tissue interaction is our ability to perceive visible light with our eyes, see Fig. 1

Fig. 1. The intensity of the sunlight reaching the earth along with the colour sensitivity of the eye, adapted from Svanberg\textsuperscript{1} and Vander\textsuperscript{2}. 
Not only do we possess a system for detection of light that can span from the faintest glimmer to the high levels of light on a sunny summer day but our colour vision is also perfectly matched to daylight conditions. The total sensitivity of our eyes is at its highest for the interval that is the most intense of the sun at noon. These examples illustrate some of the varieties, and complexities, of the interactions between light and tissue.

This thesis will focus on a completely different aspect of light and tissue interaction. The common denominator to the examples given above is the interaction between light and biological media. In Chapter 2 the fundamental physical and physiological background to light-tissue interaction is introduced. Chapter 3 presents the most common mathematical theories used to model light distribution in tissue, with emphasis on the models used within the framework of the thesis. Chapter 4 deals with fluorescence spectroscopy and its use within the field of medicine. The explanation to the features of tissue fluorescence is discussed, presented along with different types of equipment. Also, aspects on how to interpret fluorescence spectra are discussed. Chapter 5 deals with photodynamic therapy (PDT), a tumour targeting treatment that, historically, has been developed in parallel with fluorescence spectroscopy. Finally, Chapter 6 deals with interstitial PDT (IPDT), a modality within the field of PDT aiming at expanding the possible indications for PDT through interstitial light delivery. Much of the work behind this thesis was performed in order to develop methods, to improve and develop equipment, and to strive making IPDT a serious clinical alternative.
Chapter 2

Interaction of light with tissue

This chapter will introduce the basic concepts of light-tissue interaction in the visible, near infrared (IR) region and the ultraviolet (UV) region. The major interaction processes, absorption and scattering, will be discussed in more detail especially the physiological properties governing light propagation will be explained.

2.1 Properties of light

The term light generally relates to the portion of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum that we can see by the naked eye, having wavelengths between approximately 400 nm and 700 nm, represented by the shaded area in Fig. 2. In the Fig, various units for the energy of a photon are presented. For the purpose of this thesis the term light will be extended to refer also to the regions of the UV and IR closest to the visible region.

![Fig. 2. Part of the EM spectrum in various common units.](image)
The relation between the different energy units can be expressed as:

\[ E(J) = hf(Hz) = \frac{hc}{\lambda(m)} = E(eV) \cdot q_e, \] (1)

where \( h \) denotes Planck’s constant \((6.6 \times 10^{-34} \text{ Js})\), \( f \) the frequency in hertz, \( c \) the speed of light \((3.0 \times 10^8 \text{ m/s})\) and \( \lambda \) the wavelength in metres. The energy in joules, \( E(J) \), scales to the energy in eV, \( E(eV) \), by the electron unit charge, \( q_e (1.6 \times 10^{-19} \text{ C}) \).

Light can be fundamentally described as a photon - having either wave or particle properties. For most practical applications describing light as a propagating photon is the most straight-forward approach although this description cannot fully explain some phenomena, such as diffraction, polarisation and interference (see Sect. 2.2.3). Unfortunately, tissue is a highly scattering media, which makes the description of light-tissue interaction very complex. Much effort is being put into developing models on how to model light propagation in tissue. Below is the background to the methods used in the work are presented.

### 2.2 Light propagation in tissue

Many different processes can take place when light interacts with matter. The process that will actually occur will depend on the intensity of the light, the wavelength of the light, and what kind of matter it interacts with. For the scope of this thesis we will focus on the most likely events within the field of tissue optics, see Fig. 3. In general, light will interact with the outermost electrons of the molecule it impinges onto. When interacting with the electrons basically two processes may occur; the photon may be absorbed or it may be scattered. Within tissue optics, absorption is commonly quantified by the absorption coefficient \( \mu_a \), which is defined as the probability for a photon to be absorbed per unit length, often given in cm\(^{-1}\) or mm\(^{-1}\). If the energy of the photon does not match the difference between the energy levels in the molecule the photon might get scattered. For a scattering event the direction of the photon will (likely) change and the photon might or might not change its energy: inelastic or elastic scattering, respectively. The time scale of scattering is in the order of femtoseconds \((10^{-15} \text{ s})\). Inelastic scattering is the basis for Raman spectroscopy, which has been successfully used for tissue characterization\(^3\)-\(^5\). In tissue, the elastic scattering is several orders of magnitudes stronger than the inelastic scattering, thus for the remainder of this thesis the term scattering will mainly refer to elastic scattering. Scattering will be addressed in more detail in Sect. 2.2.3. The scattering is quantified in a similar manner as the absorption by a scattering coefficient \( \mu_s \), defined as the probability for a scattering event to occur per unit length. Also the directivity of the scattering, often quantified by the anisotropy factor \( g \), has to be considered, see Sect. 2.2.3.
Considering absorption, the energy of the photon matches the difference between the energy levels in the molecule. Then the photon might get annihilated, transferring its energy to one of the electrons of the molecule, see Fig. 4. The electron is thereby transferred from the ground state to some excited state. The excited molecule now has several ways to relax back to the ground state. Perhaps the most obvious way for the molecule to relax would be to return to the original level emitting a photon of the same energy as the incoming photon, not necessarily in the same direction. This is in principle the same as scattering, although absorption is not a prerequisite for scattering. The excited molecule may also lose some energy by internal conversion (IC, indicated by the wavy black arrow in Fig. 4), which is a non-radiative process generating heat. By internal conversion the molecule will eventually end up in the lowest level in the excited state from where it can decay back to some of the levels of the ground state (within a time order of nanoseconds) under emission of fluorescence light. More frequently the molecules return to the ground state in collisional processes not emitting light, but generally heat. Since the energy levels for a molecule are not discrete as they would be for a simple free atom (illustrated by the horizontal lines in the Fig.) but rather consist of a continuum of levels (shaded area), the fluorescence spectrum generally consist of many indistinguishable lines giving a smooth, albeit, characteristic spectrum. In addition to that, for some "exotic" molecules there are some transitions that are more probable resulting in typical peaks in the spectrum. The phenomenon of fluorescence and fluorescence spectroscopy for medical purposes is further described in Chapter 4.
Fig. 4. Energy level diagram illustrating some possible pathways of light-matter interaction after absorption of a photon. Normally for a photon to interact with an atom or molecule the energy of the photon has to coincide with the energy difference between two possible configurations of the atom or molecule. These configurations result in two energy levels. For free atoms the levels are discrete while for molecules, solids or liquids the many levels many vibrational and rotational levels smear into a continuum. The internal conversion (IC) is a non-radiative process (here only shown in the excited singlet state) competing with all other decay processes. The "forbidden" intersystem crossing (IX) leads to metastable molecules and emission of phosphorescent light.

Quantum mechanical considerations state that the angular momentum of the molecule system has to be preserved, meaning that certain selection rules prevail and optically allowed transitions can only occur within the same multiplicity, i.e. total electron spin, “singlet to singlet, triplet to triplet”. However, the "forbidden" intersystem crossings (IX, singlet to triplet transitions), illustrated by the grey arrow in Fig. 4, actually do have a slight possibility to occur in more complex molecules. Since the final relaxation between the triplet excited state down to the singlet ground state is fairly unlikely, although possible, the molecule will remain in the excited, metastable, triplet state for a long time (~µs) before emission of phosphorescent light. During the time in the metastable state the molecule may instead undergo collisions with other neighbouring atoms or molecules, subsequently transferring its excess energy to these. This energy transfer is fundamental for photodynamic therapy (PDT), further described in Chapter 5.
2.2.1 Tissue absorption

The relation between the concentration of tissue constituent, $C_X$ [mol/dm$^3$], and the corresponding absorption coefficient, $\mu_\lambda^X(X)$, at a certain wavelength, $\lambda$, is given by:

$$\mu_\lambda^X(X) = \ln(10) \cdot \varepsilon_\lambda^X \cdot C_X,$$

where the product $\varepsilon_\lambda^X \cdot C_X$ is defined in units of cm$^{-1}$, $\varepsilon_\lambda^X$ is the molar extinction coefficient. Tissue absorbers are commonly referred to as chromophores.

In Fig. 5 the absorption coefficients of some major chromophores are shown, from the pioneering work of Boulnois$^7$. The grey area in the Fig., between approximately 630 nm to 1300 nm indicates where the tissue constituents have their lowest overall absorption. This region is generally called the tissue optical window, referring to the possibility to penetrate deeply with light into tissue.

![Graph showing absorption coefficients of various chromophores](image)

*Fig. 5. The absorption as a function of wavelength of some of the most prominent chromophores in tissue. Note the logarithmic scale on the y-axis. The shaded area is referred to as the optical window due to a low total absorption (Figure adapted from Boulnois$^7$).*

In the UV- and the IR-region above approximately 1400 nm, the high specific absorption along with the mostly high contents of water in tissue makes water the dominant absorber. Minor absorption peaks also are also present at 975 nm, 1200 nm and 1440 nm$^8$. The high absorption of water in the IR and UV along with the available high intensity lasers in those ranges (CO$_2$: 10600 nm, Excimer: 193 nm) has lead to the common use of lasers for surgical tissue cutting, tissue ablation and corrective laser eye surgery, LASIK.
Melanin is the chromophore that gives us the colour of the skin, hair and iris in the eye. In the blue/UV-region the melanin in the skin absorbs the most, protecting the skin below from the rays of the sun. Melanin in its pure form is extremely absorbent and cannot be extracted from the melanosome without changing its optical properties, which makes the measurement of its absorption coefficient very uncertain. Jacques and Macauliffe have presented an approximate empirical formula for the absorption coefficient of melanin:

$$\mu_a = 1.70 \times 10^{12} \lambda^{-3.48} \text{cm}^{-1},$$

with $\lambda$ inserted in units of nm. In many cases the melanin layer is very thin and can often be modelled as a grey filter. For some conditions, such as malignant melanoma, the high concentration of melanin makes them virtually impenetrable to light.

The absorption in the internal organs is dominated by the very high absorption in haemoglobin. Haemoglobin is the oxygen carrying protein in the red blood cells, responsible for the oxygen transport from the lungs to the tissue. Haemoglobin is made up of four haem groups with an iron atom in the centre acting as the oxygen binding site. For haemoglobin the absorption will vary depending on if the haemoglobin is oxygenated ($$\text{HbO}_2$$) or not (Hb); see Fig. 6. The absorption is at its highest for the so-called Soret band, at 414 nm and 433 nm for $\text{HbO}_2$ and Hb, respectively. It then drops off steeply until approximately 530 nm, where it picks up slightly again at the Q-band (with two typical peaks for $\text{HbO}_2$ at 540 nm and 576 nm). The lowest absorption is found for wavelengths above 600 nm. For several wavelengths, e.g. 500, 530, 545, 570, 584, and 797 nm, the absorption of $\text{HbO}_2$ is equal to the absorption of Hb. These, so-called isobestic points, can be used as reference for tissue oxygenation measurements. By measuring the transmittance at, e.g., 900 nm and 797 nm and forming the ratio between the transmittances one can monitor changes in tissue oxygenation. This is the basics of optical pulse oximetry and the theory behind the method is also utilized in the system developed for interstitial PDT (IPDT) presented in Chapter 6 and Paper VII.

In skeletal muscle tissue, myoglobin is the most abundant oxygen carrying protein and also serves as oxygen storage compartment. Myoglobin basically shares the spectral features of hemoglobin. Typically the ratio between myoglobin and haemoglobin concentration in muscle tissue is 10:1, while haemoglobin is the only haem protein in other tissues. Myoglobin consists of one single haem group, each one with an oxygen-binding iron atom. One physiological difference between these oxygen carrying proteins is that myoglobin remains almost fully oxygenated even at very low oxygen partial pressure while the saturation of haemoglobin depends more linearly on the oxygen partial pressure.
Fig. 6. The absorption spectra of Hb and HbO₂, at a concentration of 150 g/l of blood, compiled data from many sources by Prahl.¹⁰

Included in Fig. 5 is also the spectrum of haematoporphyrin derivative (HpD). This is one of the first light sensitive compounds used for PDT. It is chemically similar to haemoglobin in that it has a porphyrin core, which gives it a typical spectrum. It has the highest absorption of the Soret band at about 400 nm and Q-band absorption with several peaks at 480-650 nm. The photosensitizers (used in Papers I-VII) δ-aminolaevulinic acid (ALA) and its successor methyl-esterified ALA (ALA-ME), will eventually induce protoporphyrin IX (PpIX), which also has this characteristic porphyrin core, c.f. Sect. 4.4.1.

### 2.2.2 Reflection at a tissue interface

When light passes an interface between two media of different refractive indices (typically air-tissue) a certain amount of the light will be reflected. This reflection will depend heavily on the polarisation of the light, the incident angle (θᵢ), and the structure and shape of the medium; see Fig. 7a. In tissue optics the polarisation of the light can most often be neglected, unless the light is laser light delivered directly onto the tissue surface without the aid of optical fibres. By assuming a plane interface (neglecting the roughness of the tissue) then the reflection is governed by θᵢ = θᵣ, and the angle of refraction is given by Snell’s law:¹⁴

\[ n_a \sin \theta_a = n_t \sin \theta_t \] (4)
Further, by utilising Fresnel’s equations the reflected intensity $R$ can be written as:

$$R = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{\tan^2(\theta_a - \theta_t) + \sin^2(\theta_a - \theta_t)}{\tan^2(\theta_a + \theta_t) + \sin^2(\theta_a + \theta_t)} \right] = \left( \frac{n_a - n_t}{n_a + n_t} \right)^2,$$

where the last step is derived by using Eq. (4) and assuming a perpendicular illumination ($\theta_a = \theta_t = 0^\circ$). On a macroscopic level, most tissue types have an average refractive index in the range of 1.38-1.41\textsuperscript{15,16} with the exception for adipose (fatty) tissue where it is about 1.46. At an air-tissue interface the reflection will be approximately 3\% ($n_a=1$), which might not seem much.

We arrive at a more interesting consequence of the reflection by reversing the direction of the transmitted light as shown in Fig. 7b. At the limit of internal reflection, where $\theta_a$ equals $90^\circ$ in Eq. (4), the angle ($\theta_{t, \text{critical}}$) of the light inside the tissue is approximately 46°. Light with a larger incidence angle will then be totally reflected at the tissue-air boundary. Since light will be very much scattered around in all directions, once it has entered the tissue, a great portion of the light will be reflected at the surface - trapped inside the tissue. Therefore, when illuminating an air-tissue boundary, the fluence rate just below the tissue surface will be several times higher than the incident fluence rate, depending on the diameter of the incident light\textsuperscript{17}.

---

Fig. 7. a) The reflection of incident light at an interface (typically air-tissue) with higher refractive index in the second medium. b) Illustration of total internal reflection. For an incident angle larger than $\theta_{t, \text{critical}}$ all incident light will be reflected.
2.2.3 Scattering

So far we have looked at macroscopic reflections at an air-tissue interface that is quite easy to model. A much more complex scattering occurs on a microscopic scale where there will be multiple reflections between and within cells and organelles. The principal scatterers are the cell membranes\textsuperscript{18}, cell nuclei, mitochondria\textsuperscript{19}, the Golgi apparatus and lysosomes. In fatty tissue also the lipid vesicles contribute to the scattering\textsuperscript{20}, which in this case is temperature dependent\textsuperscript{21}. Even if the cell membranes have a high refractive index (1.48) it has been shown that the membranes contribute quite little to the total scattering\textsuperscript{22}. A suggested explanation to this is that although the organelles have a refractive index close to that of the surrounding cytosol they are heavily folded (Golgi apparatus, endoplasmic reticulum) or contain folded structures (mitochondria) resulting in the high total scattering. As can be seen in Fig. 8 the scattering is much higher than the absorption in the optical window.

![Fig. 8. Typical scattering and absorption coefficients for tissue, modified from af Klinteberg\textsuperscript{23}. The absorption is a theoretical curve made up by combining the spectra for haemoglobin (1/3 Hb, 2/3 HbO\(_2\), 1% w/w) and water (70% w/w)\textsuperscript{10}. The scattering ($\mu_s$; compare Eq. (7)) is roughly 10-100 times stronger, than the absorption for nearly the whole of the optical window.](image)

Looking at the scattering from a physicist’s point of view there are mainly two kinds of approaches to theoretical modelling of scattering events: Rayleigh and Mie theory. The scattering obeys the Rayleigh model when light gets scattered by particles, the size of which is considerably smaller than the wavelength of the light.
The intensity of the Rayleigh scattered light follows a $1/\lambda^4$ dependence and it is isotropically distributed. Mie scattering is deduced by solving the well-known Maxwell’s equations\(^1\) for spherical particles when the size of the scatterers is comparable to the wavelength. The complexity of this approach only makes it possible to solve the equations for simple geometries. For Mie scattered light, the scattering is approximately proportional to $1/\lambda^2$, depending on the size of the scatterer, and it is highly peaked in the forward direction. The dependence of wavelength for the scattering types can be seen in Fig. 8 as the slope of the scattering curve is slightly flatter towards shorter wavelengths (where the Mie scattering is dominant) as compared to longer wavelength where the slope of the curve is steeper (and the Rayleigh scattering dominates).

**Scattering anisotropy**

Since tissue is not made up of randomly distributed cells, but rather consists of layered structures, such as skin, muscle fibres, blood vessels etc., it is not difficult to imagine that this might influence the scattering. The scattering in tissue has been shown to be very much forward scattering\(^{24,25}\) and this has to be considered when modelling. A normalized scattering phase function $p(s,s')$ is then defined as being the probability for a photon to be scattered from the incoming direction $s$ to a scattered direction $s'$; see Fig. 9a. The most commonly used phase function is the Henyey-Greenstein function\(^{ii}\) since it agrees quite well with measured angular distributions\(^{26}\) and has a simple analytical form. It can be written:

$$p(\cos \theta) = p(s \cdot s') = \frac{1 - g^2}{4\pi(1 + g^2 - 2g \cos \theta)^{3/2}},$$

The scattering anisotropy $g$, or g-factor, is introduced as the mean value of $\cos \theta$:

$$g = \langle \cos \theta \rangle.$$  

The g-factor ranges between -1 and 1 for totally back scattering and totally forward scattering media, respectively, while $g$ is equal to zero for an isotropically scattering medium; see Fig. 9b. For tissue the g-factor is typically about 0.8-0.95\(^{27}\).

---

\(^{i}\) James Clerk Maxwell (1831-79). Scottish physicist, considered to be one of the greatest ever. One of the founders of the electromagnetic wave theory. His work also includes major contributions in the field of thermodynamics.

\(^{ii}\) Originally used for describing light scattering by interstellar dust clouds.
Following the definition of the anisotropy factor another quantity is often introduced; the reduced scattering coefficient $\mu_s'$:

$$\mu_s' = (1 - g)\mu_s,$$

(7)

Keeping in mind that $1/\mu_s$ is the distance between subsequent scattering events with a scattering distribution determined by $p(\theta)$, then $1/\mu_s'$ is the distance of subsequent scattering events with virtual isotropic scattering; see Figure 10. A photon in a non–isotropically scattering medium can be thought of as being isotropically scattered after a distance of $1/\mu_s$, or heuristically, a photon in a non–isotropically scattering media has lost track of its initial direction after a distance of $1/\mu_s'$.

Figure 10. Simulated photon trajectories in a) a forward scattering medium ($g = 0.8$) and b) an isotropically scattering medium. The reduced scattering coefficient is the same in both figures though. Adapted from Swartling.²⁸
By knowing the full set of the optical properties (n, µa, µs and g) it is possible to make quite accurate predictions of the light flux in tissue. For many measurements of light in tissue at relatively long distances from the source, the light has become diffuse and lost track of its initial direction. It is then not possible to separate µs and g. This has led to the development of models relying on µi and µs as tissue parameters, e.g. diffusion theory.

**Laser Doppler shifted scattering**

A special case of scattering occurs when the incident light gets scattered by moving cells e.g., blood cells. There will be a slight, however detectable, shift of the frequency (Δf) due to the Doppler effectiii:

$$\Delta f = \frac{v_{\text{cell}}}{c} f_0,$$

where $v_{\text{cell}}$ is the speed of the scattering cell and c is the speed of light, $f_0$ is the original light frequency. Since the speed of the blood is of the order of $10^{-3}$ m/s (in the capillaries) and the speed of light is $3.0 \cdot 10^8$ m/s, the ratio of the shift to the original frequency is only about $10^{-11}$! Still it is possible to measure flows from $10^{-5}$ m/s up to 10 m/s. The frequency shift at a single scattering event is also dependent of the angles of the scattering according to29:

$$\Delta f = \frac{1}{2\pi} (\mathbf{k}_s - \mathbf{k}_i) \cdot \mathbf{v}_{\text{cell}},$$

where $\mathbf{k}_s$ and $\mathbf{k}_i$ are the wave vectors of the scattered and incident photon, respectively, and $\mathbf{v}$ is the velocity vector of the scattering object. Since the light inside the tissue and the scattering objects are moving in many directions and the scattering objects move with different velocities, the detected signal will be a distribution of frequency shifts. By monitoring the frequency shift spectrum it is possible to assess the blood flow (or perfusion) in vivo.

The modality has been widely employed for both invasive point monitoring30-32 as well as in a non-invasive imaging mode33,34. In Papers I and II a commercial imaging instrument35 (Lisca Development AB, Linköping, Sweden) was used to measure perfusion changes in connection to PDT of superficial BCC. The system

---

roughly consists of small diode laser (λ = 633 nm, probe depth ~100 µm) and two scanning mirrors by which the laser beam can be made to scan over a rectangular area. The maximum size of the investigated area is 100 by 100 millimetres with a resolution of 64×64 points. Since the beam is halted for 50 ms at each point while measuring, a full-size scan takes almost 4 minutes. Most often a smaller, yet sufficiently large, area of interest was chosen. Since the calibration of the instrument is difficult (site dependent, blood concentration dependent) and no "golden standard" for measuring blood flows in capillaries exist, it is not possible to make absolute measurements with this kind of instrument in tissue. Nevertheless, it is possible to make comparative measurements and measure changes in perfusion quite well. The result is displayed as pseudo-colours images with red and blue denoting high and low perfusion, respectively. The data can then be statistically analyzed in the supplemented software (LDISOFT, 1.0, Lisca Development AB, Linköping, Sweden).
Chapter 3

Modelling light distribution in tissue

In the field of biomedical optics, light distribution is usually modelled within three conceptually different theoretical frameworks: Maxwell’s equations, radiative transport and diffusion theory, c.f. Fig. 11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Physical quantities</th>
<th>Typical solution techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell’s equations</td>
<td>EM-field</td>
<td>FDTD, Mie theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiative Transport</td>
<td>“Photons” (Radiance, L)</td>
<td>Monte Carlo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion theory</td>
<td>Energy distribution (fluence rate, ϕ)</td>
<td>FEM, analytical solutions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Physical quantities</th>
<th>Typical solution techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EM-field</td>
<td>FDTD, Mie theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Photons” (Radiance, L)</td>
<td>Monte Carlo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Energy distribution (fluence rate, ϕ)</td>
<td>FEM, analytical solutions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11. Overview of different approaches to describe light propagation in tissue, (modified from Forster”).

Due to the complexity of Maxwell’s equations their use within the field of biomedical optics has been limited; nevertheless they deserve being mentioned for completeness, c.f. 3.1. The theory behind radiative transport is further described in Sect. 3.2. Diffusion theory, which is derived from the radiative transport theory, is described in further detail in Sect. 3.3, while the applications are described in detail in Sect. 6.2.
All of the methods above rely on \textit{a priori} knowledge of the optical properties. The vast research field of correctly determining the optical properties of tissue is, however, not further explored in this thesis, but I refer to e.g. Swartling\textsuperscript{28} for the interested reader.

### 3.1 Electromagnetic theory

Using Maxwell’s equations is the most fundamental way to describe the propagation of light in the context of classical physics. Here, light is viewed as an electromagnetic field, interacting with the dielectric properties of the medium in which it propagates. There are only few analytical solutions to electro-dynamic problems. In the field of biomedical optics the most important example is the Mie theory\textsuperscript{38,39}, describing the scattering of an infinite plane wave by a small sphere. For more complex geometries approximate or numerical techniques have to be employed, such as the Rytov approximation\textsuperscript{40} or the finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD)\textsuperscript{41-43}, or T-matrix theory\textsuperscript{44-47}.

### 3.2 Radiative transport theory

The radiative transport equation (RTE) can be derived from Maxwell’s equations for highly idealized cases. We refer to the classical work of Chandrasekhar\textsuperscript{48}, Case and Zweifel\textsuperscript{49} or Ishimaru\textsuperscript{50} for a more detailed description. Below a brief outline of the concept is presented.

In transport theory the light is considered to be a collection of independently moving classical particles - photons – who do not interact with each other. In the framework of the RTE only the intensity of the light is considered, interference effects are not included in the model. A more heuristic approach to the RTE is based on a continuity equation for the photon density per solid angle, $N(r,s,t)\ [1/m^3\text{sr}]$. This is the number of photons at the position $r$ in with velocity $v$ in the direction $s$ at the time $t$. The radiance $L(r,s,t)\ [W/m^2\text{sr}]$

\begin{equation}
L(r,s,t) = N(r,s,t) \cdot \frac{hv}{\lambda} \cdot \frac{1}{c},
\end{equation}

is then the light intensity per unit area and solid angle, $h$ is Plank’s constant and $c$ the speed of light.

The time dependent RTE can be heuristically derived a by looking at the change of $N(r,s,t)$ in a closed volume element (Fig. 12) in the direction of $s$\textsuperscript{49}. The RTE can be expressed in terms of the radiance, utilizing Eq. (10)\textsuperscript{51}:
\[
\frac{1}{v} \frac{\partial L(r, s, t)}{\partial t} = -s \cdot \nabla L(r, s, t) - \left( \mu_a + \mu_s \right) L(r, s, t) + \\
+ \mu_s \int_{4\pi} L(r, s', t) p(s, s') d\omega' + Q(r, s, t) ,
\]

The different terms on the right hand side in the RTE can be interpreted as

a) flow through the boundaries
b) absorption and scattering off the direction of \(s\)
c) scattering into the direction of \(s\)
d) sources, \(Q(r, s, t) \text{ [W/m}^3\text{sr]}\), located within the volume element.

The absorption and scattering coefficients (\(\mu_a\) and \(\mu_s\)) were introduced in Sect. 2.2, as the inverse mean free path length either between the light source and the absorption point, or between two consecutive scattering events, respectively. The phase function \(p(s, s')\) is the angular probability distribution of the scattering event, c.f. Sect. 2.2.3. There is no general analytical solution to the RTE in 3D, except for a few highly idealized cases.

![Illustration of the terms included in the RTE: a) radiance b) absorption and scattering losses, c) gain by scattering, d) sources within dV. All terms are related to the direction of a unity vector s.](image)

**3.2.1 Analytical solution to for a thin slab**

By applying the RTE to a thin slab geometry, illuminated by a collimated beam and using small solid-angle detection aligned along the optical axis an analytical solution can be obtained. In this case “thin” means that the thickness, \(d\), of the slab is smaller than the inverse scattering coefficient, \(1/\mu_s\). That implies that the probability of a single scattered photon being scattered back into the optical axis, by additional
scattering events, is very low. Therefore term c) in the RTE can be neglected. For the steady-state case, with no sources in the medium, this yields:

$$\mathbf{s} \cdot \nabla L(x,s) - \left( \mu_a + \mu_s \right) L(x,s) = \frac{\partial L(z)}{\partial s} - \left( \mu_a + \mu_s \right) L(z) = 0,$$

(12)

where the reduction to one dimension is motivated by the fact that the detection takes place along the optical axis. The solution to Eq. (12) can be written

$$L(z) = L_0 e^{-\left(\mu_a + \mu_s\right) z} = L_0 e^{-\mu_t z}.$$ (13)

This equation is also known as the generalized Beer-Lambert’s law; see Fig. 13. The total attenuation coefficient $\mu_t$ is defined as $\mu_a + \mu_s$.

![Fig. 13. Collimated beam incident in a thin slab geometry with thickness d (left). The radiance along the beam path is shown to the right.](image)

### 3.2.2 Solution using Monte Carlo simulation

Monte Carlo simulation is a statistical method used to calculate the radiance distribution $L(r,s,t)$ by solving the RTE in a scattering medium. The method owes its name to the famous casino since it relies on the generation of random numbers in its calculations. By tracing a large number of photons a distribution of the light inside the medium is simulated. The simulation is based on three possible processes, namely that photons can be scattered, absorbed or exit the medium. The greatest advantage of this method is that any geometry, such as layered structures, inhomogeneities and any optical properties can be modelled. The main disadvantage is that each simulation might take quite long time, depending on the desired statistics of the results. Also, since the result is not analytical, any change of the input parameters requires a new simulation. The standard code for performing Monte Carlo simulations is the open source, public-domain, software package provided by Wang and Jacques. In its original version it treats the light distribution in multiple layers of media and has therefore been labelled MCML - Monte Carlo modelling in Multi-Layered tissue.
In short, the method starts off by injecting a photon package with the initial weight $W_0$ into the medium. After a distance $s$ the photon package is assumed to interact with the medium. A fraction $\Delta W$ of the package weight is then thought to be deposited at that point, after which a new direction for the photon package is simulated. All this is repeated until the photon package is absorbed or leaves the medium.

In more detail, the distance $s$ is simulated as:

$$s = \frac{\ln(\zeta)}{\mu_t},$$

with $\zeta$ being a random number between 0 and 1. By choosing $s$ in this way it statistically follows Beer-Lambert’s law [cf. Eq. (13)]. The deposited fraction of the photon weight after $k$ steps, $\Delta W(k)$, is simply:

$$\Delta W(k) = W(k - 1)\frac{\mu_s}{\mu_t},$$

where $W(k-1)$ is the incoming package weight. The scattering is also calculated through a random process. The scattering angle is determined according to the scattering phase function while the azimuthal angle is uniformly distributed ($\phi = 2\pi\zeta$). The method is not formally restricted to using the Henyey-Greenstein phase function (replacing $\cos \theta$ with $\zeta$), but rather any suitable phase function can, in principle, be used.

To avoid having to simulate many small packages with minuscule weights, a trick is applied – the termination roulette. When a package reaches a certain minimum weight it is either completely terminated with a chance of $1/m$ to survive. If it survives, the weight of the package is increased $m$ times so as to conserve the total energy.

### 3.3 Diffusion theory

There are no pure analytical solutions for relevant biomedical problems in the framework of electromagnetic or transport theory, and numerical solutions require long computational times. Under certain assumptions the RTE can be reduced to a diffusion-type equation, which is mathematically less complex. For some of these cases an analytical solution exists, in any case the numerical solutions are calculated much faster. For tissue optics, the diffusion theory is reviewed in more detail by e.g. Star.\textsuperscript{51}
3.3.1 Deriving the diffusion equation

The traditional approach when simplifying the RTE into the diffusion equation is to expand the radiance, \( L \), in Eq. (11) into spherical harmonics, \( Y_{lm} \) and truncate the expansion.

\[
L(r, s, t) = \sum_{l=0}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-l}^{l} \sqrt{\frac{2l+1}{4\pi}} L_{lm}(r, t) Y_{lm}(s) \\
\approx \frac{1}{4\pi} \left( \phi(r, t) + 3F(r, t) \cdot s \right) ,
\]  

Eq. (16)

The interpretation of Eq. (16) is that the radiance has been divided into an isotropic term (\( \phi \)) and one term describing the angular dependence (\( F \)) of the radiance, while higher order terms were neglected. The expansion truncated after the \( N+1 \):th term is called the \( P_n \)-approximation. This is then called the \( P_1 \)-approximation. The first two expansion coefficients can be calculated using

\[
\phi(r, t) = \int L(r, s, t) d\omega ,
\]  

Eq. (17)

\[
F(r, t) = \int L(r, s, t) s d\omega .
\]  

Eq. (18)

The fluence rate, \( \phi(r, t) \) [W/m^2], (the first expansion coefficient) is the light intensity per unit area at position \( r \) at a given time \( t \); see Fig. 14. In contrast to the radiance, \( L \), the fluence rate has no directional dependence; rather it is the total light intensity flowing in all directions at position \( r \).

![Fig. 14. Illustration of the relation between fluence rate \( \phi(r, t) \) and radiance \( L(r, s, t) \). The fluence rate \( \phi(r, t) \) at a given point \( r \) is the sum of the radiance over of an infinitesimal sphere.](image)
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For an isotropic light source, the photon flux is given by Fick’s law as:

\[ \mathbf{F}(\mathbf{r}, t) = -D \nabla \phi, \]  

with the diffusion coefficient \( D \) [m] defined as

\[ D = \frac{1}{3(\mu_a + \mu_s)}. \]

The phase function \( p(\cos \theta) \) can be similarly expanded in a series of Legendre polynomials, \( P_l \):

\[ p(\cos \theta) = \frac{1}{4\pi} \sum_{l=0}^{l}(2l+1)b_l P_l(\cos \theta) \]

\[ \approx \frac{1}{4\pi}(1 + 3g \cos \theta), \]

If the Henyey-Greenstein phase function (Eq. (6), p. 12) is expanded in Legendre polynomial, the expansion coefficients \( b_n \) are given by \( b_n = g^n \). Although this function does not exactly represent the true scattering phase function in tissue for values of \( g \) smaller than 1 the higher terms become negligible and the truncation becomes a good approximation.

Finally, the source terms is expanded and truncated in a similar manner:

\[ Q(\mathbf{r}, s, t) \approx \frac{1}{4\pi} (q_0(\mathbf{r}, t) + 3q_1(\mathbf{r}, t) \cdot \mathbf{s}), \]

Which for an isotropic source (\( q_1 = 0 \)) can be rewritten as:

\[ Q(\mathbf{r}, s, t) \approx \frac{1}{4\pi} q_0(\mathbf{r}, t). \]

By inserting Eqs. (6), (16), (19), (21), and (23) into Eq. (11) this will yield the so called *time-dependent diffusion equation*:

\[ \frac{1}{v} \frac{\partial \phi(\mathbf{r}, t)}{\partial t} - \nabla( D \nabla \phi(\mathbf{r}, t)) + \mu_s \phi(\mathbf{r}, t) = q_0(\mathbf{r}, t), \]
with \( q_a(r,t) \) being the source term expressed in units of W/m\(^3\). The steady-state solution to Eq. (24) for a homogenous medium (\( D \) constant) can then be simplified as:

\[
-DV^2 \phi(r) + \mu_a \phi(r) = q_0(r).
\]  

(25)

This is the time-independent diffusion equation, which will be referred to as the diffusion equation (DE) for the remainder of this thesis, since only steady-state processes will be considered.

### 3.3.2 Analytical solutions to the diffusion equation

Below the analytical solution to the DE (Eq. (25)) will be presented for two idealized cases: isotropic point source in an infinite medium and collimated beam incident on semi-infinite medium, see Fig. 15. The solutions to these model cases serve as good starting points in the understanding how light behaves in more complex geometries. Here, the term “infinite” refers to that no light escapes along the boundary of that surface and that the intensity at the boundary therefore can be set equal to zero.

![Fig. 15. Two general cases for which there is an analytical solution to the DE: thin slab, infinite medium, and semi-infinite medium.](image)

**Case a) Isotropic point source, infinite homogeneous medium**

The diffuse fluence rate \( \phi(r) \) at a distance \( r \) from an isotropic point source in an infinite medium can be written:\n
\[
\phi(r) = \frac{P_0 \mu^2_{\text{eff}}}{4 \pi \mu_a r} e^{-\mu_{\text{eff}} r},
\]  

(26)

where \( P_0 \) is the power [W] of the source and \( \mu_{\text{eff}} = \sqrt{3 \mu_a (\mu_a + \mu_s (1-g))} \) [m\(^{-1}\)] is called the effective attenuation coefficient, since it determines the attenuation of the light at long distances.
Case b) Collimated beam, semi-infinite medium

The case of a collimated beam incident on a semi-infinite diffuse medium is interesting since it can be thought to mimic a narrow laser beam incident on a tissue surface. Similar to Case a) the source can be thought of as an isotropic point source at a depth of $1/\mu_z$; see Fig. 16. To meet the boundary conditions at the surface a negative image of the source is introduced at $z = -(2z_e + z_0)$. At a virtual surface ($z = -z_e$) between the sources the flux will then be zero. The position of the virtual surface is $z_e \approx 2D^{50}$ if the refractive indices are matched at the interface or $z_e \approx 5.5D$ for a tissue-air interface ($n_{tissue} \approx 1.4$)\textsuperscript{54}

![Fig. 16. A collimated beam incident on an semi-infinite medium can be modelled as an isotropic point source at a depth of $z_e = 1/\mu_z$. To ascertain correct boundary conditions at the surface a negative point source is also introduced, mirrored about a virtual surface at $-z_e$.](image)

The steady-state fluence rate can now be expressed as\textsuperscript{51}:

$$\phi(\rho, z) = \frac{P_0 \mu_{z, \text{eff}}^2}{4 \pi \mu_z} \left( \frac{e^{-\mu_{z, \text{eff}} \sqrt{(z-z_0)^2 + \rho^2}}}{\sqrt{(z-z_0)^2 + \rho^2}} - \frac{e^{-\mu_{z, \text{eff}} \sqrt{(z+z_0+2z_e)^2 + \rho^2}}}{\sqrt{(z+z_0+2z_e)^2 + \rho^2}} \right), \quad (27)$$

with $\rho$ being the horizontal coordinate. The reflectance $R$ at the surface is

$$R(\rho) = \frac{1}{4\pi} \left( z_0 \left( \frac{\mu_{z, \text{eff}} + \frac{1}{r_+}}{r_+} \right) e^{-\mu_{z, \text{eff}} r_+} - \left( z_0 + 2z_e \left( \frac{\mu_{z, \text{eff}} + \frac{1}{r_-}}{r_-} \right) e^{-\mu_{z, \text{eff}} r_-} \right) \right), \quad (28)$$

with $r_+ = \sqrt{z_0^2 + \rho^2}$ and $r_- = \sqrt{(z_0 + 2z_e)^2 + \rho^2}$. [25]
3.3.3 Numerical solutions to the diffusion equation

For the systems presented in Papers VI and VII (cf. Chapter 6) the light flux from optical fibres inserted in the tumours was calculated using Eq. (26) with a minor modification. The light emitted by each fibre will statistically be scattered by the tissue for the first time at a depth corresponding to \( z = 1/\mu_s \) with a deflection angle determined by the scattering anisotropy \( g \). This is equivalent to assuming that at a distance of \( 1/\mu_s \) in front of the distal end of the fibre tip there will be an isotropically scattering point source\(^{55,56}\), c.f. Fig. 17. The total light distribution from multiple fibres and more complex geometries was solved numerically using FEMLAB\(^{57}\), a commercial package for finite element method (FEM) calculations. In short, this method can provide numerical solutions of the light distribution in an arbitrary geometry. The volume (or area) of interest is discretized using a variable mesh, whose step size determines the accuracy of the solution. By defining both the relevant optical properties and the boundary conditions in the region of interest, point-wise solutions in the nodes of the mesh can be calculated. Doing this in three dimensions generally requires quite some computational time.

![Fig. 17. An optical fibre inserted in an infinite medium can be approximated as an isotropic point source at a distance of \( 1/\mu_s \) in front of the distal end of the fibre.](image)

3.3.4 Limitations of the validity of the diffusion equation

When deriving the DE we made a series expansions of each quantity in Eq. (11) and neglected higher order terms. In doing so, mathematical simplicity was gained while losing accuracy of the mathematical solution with respect to the true light distribution. Also in the derivation of the DE we assumed that the light propagates diffusely, i.e. almost isotropically. An anisotropic source can be regarded as being (almost) isotropic at a distance of \( 1/\mu_s \) from the source. This implies that the DE is not valid close to real sources. In order for the light to efficiently travel a distance of \( 1/\mu_s \), the absorption in the medium has to be much smaller than the reduced
scattering or expressed differently; for the DE to be valid the following must apply: 
\[ \mu_a \ll \mu_s. \]

Furthermore, for the semi-infinite medium an artificial mirrored source can be introduced to meet the proper boundary conditions. For a slab geometry the source (and the mirrored source of case b.) would have had to be mirrored on both sides of the slab. Then the mirrored sources would in turn have to be mirrored and so on. This would in result in a series expansion with terms similar to those in Eq. (27). The thinner the slab, the more terms of the expansion have to be included for a correct result of the fluence rate. In addition to this, a change of the refractive index for the upper medium will alter the amount of internal reflection at the surface. This will result in an altered condition for the location of the mirrored source\textsuperscript{56}. This illustrates the difficulties in finding accurate solutions close to boundaries.
Chapter 4

Fluorescence spectroscopy in medicine

This chapter deals with fluorescence spectroscopy focusing on the various applications developed with the field of medicine. The endogenous fluorescence, or *autofluorescence*, and fluorescence spectroscopy with tumour targeting compounds and the underlying physiological mechanisms are presented. Also the development of equipment and aspects on the evaluation of fluorescence data is discussed.

4.1 Historical background

The phenomenon of fluorescence (cf. Sect. 2.2) was first observed by Sir George G. Stokes\(^{iv}\) in the mid 19\(^{th}\) century when he observed that the mineral fluorite emitted visible light when illuminated by UV radiation\(^{58}\). Later, in 1911 Stübel observed the same phenomenon when illuminating animal tissue with UV light\(^{59}\). The fluorescence was then observed by the naked eye and was only characterized by its “reddish” colour. In 1924 this red fluorescence was observed in animal tumours and it was assumed to originate from various endogenous proteins\(^{60}\). Only much later it was confirmed that the main constituents responsible for tissue fluorescence were collagen, elastin, tryptophan\(^{61}\), reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH)\(^{62,63}\) and flavins\(^{64}\). Since the composition of these constituents will be altered for several types of pathological conditions this will yield a change of the fluorescence spectrum and thus a potential for a diagnostic tool emerges. With the development of exogenous fluorescent tumour markers, e.g. HpD (1970’s), and later ALA (1980’s), the evolution of fluorescence spectroscopy within medicine quickly developed\(^{65-70}\). Most of these exogenous tumour markers, or *photosensitizers*, are not only used for fluorescence diagnosis but also for PDT (c.f. Chapter 6),

---

\(^{iv}\) (1819-1903), British physicist and mathematician. Professor of Mathematics at Cambridge University in 1849. Also well-known for his contributions within vector analysis and studies of viscous flows (Navier-Stokes equations).
which certainly has contributed to the attractiveness of the modality. With the invention of the laser, a light source well suited for coupling into optical fibres has widely extended the possible clinical indications to include also endoscopical investigations. Fluorescence investigations utilizing laser excitation is frequently called laser-induced fluorescence (LIF).

4.2 Clinical context and prospects

In many clinical situations the patients are first visually examined, maybe even under illumination of a certain lamp, to find suspicious areas for further examinations. If there are several possible diagnoses, often a biopsy is collected, either randomly or according to a scheme. A small tissue sample is then excised and sent for histological examination, which normally takes a few days. The main competitive advantages of a fluorescence examination to this are:

− non-invasive sampling, enabling an arbitrary number of measurements to be performed even on locations where multiples biopsies are unwanted or even impossible to perform
− real-time results enabling an interactive procedure.

Since the penetration of visible light is very shallow compared to x-rays, fluorescence measurements are only possible to perform on superficial lesions (e.g. non-melanoma skin lesion; Papers I-III) or lesions accessible through endoscopes or invasive examinations (e.g. brain, urinary bladder, lung, colon, cervix; Papers III, VIII-X). The shallow probing depth may not necessarily be a disadvantage. Since many malignancies start as changes in the epithelial layers, an increased probing depth would then result in higher influence of the deeply lying healthy tissue, thus reducing the sensitivity of the method.

In a first step the fluorescence measurement may serve as guidance for the traditional biopsies. The second step would be to draw diagnostic conclusions based on the fluorescence measurements, i.e. to perform an optical biopsy. Furthermore, if this also can be combined into an imaging modality that can visualize small lesions the method certainly has good clinical prospects. The working order to reach this stage is to carefully examine diagnosed tissue samples and analyze the features of the fluorescence spectrum. Subsequently, by selecting a number of interesting wavelengths for discrimination between the different tissue types, on-line fluorescence imaging of lesions is possible.

---

4.3 Autofluorescence

The spectrum of the endogenous fluorescence, or autofluorescence, of tissue when illuminated by UV or blue light is normally a smooth peak without sharp distinguishable features. The autofluorescence is made up by the individual fluorescence of a few constituents, referred to as fluorophores, which will be further described below. Data on the individual fluorescent properties can be found in Table 1. Due to the IC (cf. Fig. 4) some of the energy of the excitation light will be lost, resulting in a shift of the fluorescence towards longer wavelengths (lower energy). So, the excitation wavelength will partly determine the shape of a recorded fluorescence spectrum. For excitation at 337 nm and 405 nm, the maximum intensity of the autofluorescence of skin is located at approximately 410 nm and 490 nm, respectively; see Fig. 18 a). The amount of blood in the measured tissue greatly influences the spectrum in two ways. Firstly, it absorbs the excitation light reducing the over-all level of the fluorescence signal. Secondly, the different absorption of haemoglobin at different wavelengths (c.f. Fig. 6) may distort the fluorescence spectrum, leading to peaks or dips in the fluorescence spectrum, originating from the reabsorption of the fluorescence, rather than from the fluorescence properties themselves.

The fluorescence spectrum from selected fluorophores can be seen in Fig. 18 b). Also, the excitation and emission properties of some fluorophores can be found in Table 1, below. The absolute position of the fluorescence peak for the individual fluorophore might be slightly shifted when measured in vivo.

![Fig. 18. a) The autofluorescence of healthy skin when excited at 337 nm and 405 nm, respectively, recorded with the system described in Sect. 4.5.1. b) The fluorescence from individual fluorophores when excited at 337 nm; other peaks may dominate when excited at other wavelengths.](image-url)
Table 1. Major excitation wavelengths and corresponding emission maxima for different endogenous fluorophores, with bold typeface indicating the strongest fluorescence intensity. The exact position of these peaks varies depending on if measured \textit{in vivo} or \textit{in vitro} (depending also on the solvent used). CoP: coproporphyrin, Hp: haematoporphyrin, Pp: protoporphyrin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fluorophore</th>
<th>Excitation wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>Emission wavelength (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collagen</td>
<td>270; 340</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>285</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastin</td>
<td>260; 360</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>425</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>460</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NADH</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endogenous porphyrins</td>
<td>400-405</td>
<td>580; 630 (CoP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>630; 690 (Hp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>635; 705 (Pp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tryptophan</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>337</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.1 Collagen and elastin

The proteins collagen and elastin are the two main constituents in the extra-cellular connective matrix. As the name implies the connective matrix is responsible for connecting, anchoring and supporting the various structures of the body. The rope-like collagen exists in various forms, each denoted by its Roman numeral. Collagen I is the most abundant form (90% of total collagen) and can be found in skin, ligaments, bone, dentin and internal organs. Collagen IV is also interesting since it is found in the basal layers of epithelial tissue. The rubber band-like elastin gives the elastic properties to tissue such as skin, blood vessels, etc. These proteins dominate the autofluorescence when excited at about 340 nm.
4.3.2 NADH/NAD\(^+\)

NADH and its oxidized counterpart NAD\(^+\) are vitamin B\(_3\) co-enzymes serving as hydrogen carriers in several stages of the metabolism i.e. the citric acid cycle\(^{\text{vi}}\) and the oxidative phosphorylation\(^{\text{ii}}\) inside the mitochondria. Since many malignancies have an increased metabolic rate this will increase the level of the NAD\(^+\) while reducing the level of available NADH. In addition, the pH is often slightly lower in malignant tissue than in healthy tissue pushing the redox balance between NADH and NAD\(^+\) towards NAD\(^+\). These two effects and the fact that NADH is highly fluorescent while NAD\(^+\) is not (when excited above 300 nm) is believed to explain the widely reported lower blue-green autofluorescence of malignant and pre-malignant tissue\(^{85-87}\), Paper I.

4.3.3 Other fluorophores

The main fluorophores of tissue are described above although a few other fluorophores deserve being mentioned. The essential amino acid tryptophan also exhibits fluorescence (at 350 nm) especially when illuminated at 275 nm. Flavins (FAD, FMN) constitute another source of fluorescence that will emit yellow-green light (500-600 nm)\(^{88}\) when excited at 480 nm. Fluorescence from endogenous porphyrins (e.g. haematoporphyrin, protoporphyrin, coproporphyrin) is sometimes observed in cancerous or pre-cancerous lesions\(^{89,90}\) (or in warts, unpublished data by author). Ghadially et al.\(^{91}\) showed that this fluorescence is due to bacterial activity in necrotic areas of the lesion. When excited at about 405 nm each of these endogenous porphyrins emit fluorescence at two typical peaks, somewhere between 580 and 705 nm, depending on the type of porphyrin\(^{80,82,90}\).

4.4 Fluorescent tumour markers

As mentioned previously, the development of fluorescence diagnostics has been closely connected to the evolution of PDT, mainly due to the fact that many of the tumour markers also fluoresce. Thus, a lesion can be both diagnosed and treated at the same occasion with the same drug. If used only for diagnostics, the drug dose given is often several magnitudes lower than the corresponding therapeutic dose to minimize unwanted photosensitization. Attempts have also been made to develop tumour markers without the photosensitizing effect, e.g. carotenoporphyrins\(^{92,93}\) and chlorin derivatives\(^8\). The therapeutic part will be further described in Chapter 5. Table 2 on page 46 contains a listing of some commercially available tumour

\(^{\text{vi}}\) Also known as the Krebs cycle named after the German-born British biochemist Hans A. Krebs (1900-1981) who discovered most of the step in the cycle. K. was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1953.
markers also used for PDT. In this thesis the focus will be on ALA and its successors, which will therefore be presented further below.

### 4.4.1 ALA and its esterified derivatives

ALA is currently one of the most popular photosensitizer and fluorescence tumour marker precursors. It is an endogenous amino acid, which in itself is not fluorescent or photochemically active at all. ALA takes part in the haem cycle; c.f. Figure 19; a biochemical, irreversible process taking place partly in the mitochondria and partly in the cytosol of all living cells, ultimately producing haem. Depending on the type of lesion examined, ALA can be administered, e.g. intravenously, orally, topically (mixing it in a cream for skin lesions) or be instilled (in the urinary bladder).

![Figure 19. Outline of the haem cycle. By external administration of 5-aminolaevulinic acid (ALA) it is possible to bypass the negative feedback (dashed line) of haem, thereby increasing the rate of the whole cycle. The relatively slow synthesis of haem from protoporphyrin IX (PpIX), catalyzed by the enzyme ferrochelatase (dotted line), will eventually lead to build-up of PpIX, which may then be used for fluorescence investigations and/or PDT.](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heme)

The first steps in the process are relatively fast compared to the very last, step where haem is synthesized by incorporating an Fe$^{2+}$-ion in the centre of the porphyrin ring of PpIX; a process catalyzed by the enzyme ferrochelatase; Figure 20. Haem, in turn exhibits a negative feedback on the enzymatic step leading to ALA synthesis. By administering excess amounts of ALA it is possible to bypass this negative feed-back and increase the activity of the following steps of the haem cycle. All of the above will in time lead to an accumulation of PpIX, a substance that is both fluorescent and can be used for PDT, c.f. Chapter 5. When excited at about 405 nm PpIX will fluoresce, mainly at 635 nm but also at 705 nm. The maximum levels of fluorescence are reached after approximately 4 to 6 hours after topical administration and the PpIX is fully cleared within 48 hours. When used for PDT the
PpIX will be consumed during the therapeutic irradiation forming several chlorin-type photoproducts, mostly photoprotoporphyrin, which in turn exhibit a broad, albeit weaker, fluorescence at about 670 nm (Fig. 24, p. 41).

![Chemical structures of ALA, porphyrin ring, and PpIX](image)

Figure 20. The chemical structure of ALA, the porphyrin core, and PpIX. PpIX differs from haem in that it lacks a Fe$^{2+}$-ion in the centre of the porphyrin ring.

The tumour localising effect of ALA-induced PpIX is well documented\(^{95,96}\), although the exact explanation to this is still somewhat debated. Some of the theories raised are as follows. Firstly, proliferating cells (mostly found in tumours but also inflammations) are often found to have an increased haem cycle activity as compared to normal cells\(^{97-99}\). Secondly, malignant cells have been found to have a lowered activity of ferrochelatase\(^{97,98,100-102}\). Thirdly, in skin the keratin layer of healthy skin is fairly impermeable to ALA\(^{103}\), while this layer is usually damaged for several conditions, allowing the ALA to penetrate more easily into lesions. A fourth explanation could be that the lower pH in tumours results in a higher PpIX production. Finally, tumours may have less readily accessible iron needed in the conversion of PpIX to haem. These are all suggested factors that, depending on the type of lesion, may influence the uptake of ALA, production of PpIX and subsequent conversion to haem.

For skin lesions, such as BCC and carcinoma in situ, efforts have been put in to overcome the limited penetration of ALA by, e.g., mechanically stripping the upper layer of the skin, stratum corneum (SC)\(^{104,105}\) or by iontophoretic ALA delivery\(^{106}\). Other ideas concern the use of esterified ALA derivatives, e.g. ALA-ME, in which a hydrogen atom of the carboxyl group (COOH), of ALA is replaced by a longer ester chain in the form (CH$_2$)$_X$H, thereby increasing the lipophilicity of the ALA compound\(^{107-109}\). The higher lipophilicity will facilitate the diffusion of ALA through the skin, although a too high lipophilicity will result in the ALA derivative getting accumulated in the SC instead. Before entering the haem cycle the esterified ALA types are enzymatically converted to ALA resulting in an identical synthesis, from that point on, for both types of ALA\(^{110,111}\).
In Papers I-VII the fluorescence from PpIX, induced by ALA and ALA-ME, was monitored in connection to PDT. In Papers I-III human BCCs were examined, where the ALA or ALA-ME was administered by mixing the sensitizer prodrug in a lotion to a weight concentration of 20%, 4-6 hours prior to therapeutic irradiation. For the experimental tumours examined in Papers VI-VII, 13 Wistar/Furth rats weighing approximately 250 g, with adenocarcinomas inoculated on each hind leg were administered ALA intraperitoneally at a dose of 100 mg/g body weight, one hour prior to irradiation.

4.5 Instrumentation and detection principles

Fluorescence measurements are in principle fairly straight-forward and the equipment can be made quite simple. By filtering away the reflected excitation light it is possible to obtain quite strong signals, virtually in real-time, of tissues\textsuperscript{vii}. The problems arise when it comes to the interpretation of the fluorescence signal, for several reasons. As shown previously, the fluorescence peaks are mostly broad and several fluorophores may overlap. The different optical properties at the excitation and detection wavelengths also influence the signal. For excitation light in the UV region the penetration depth is only a few hundred microns while the visible fluorescence may very well travel a couple of millimetres, while being filtered by the tissue itself. A consequence of this is that the intensity of a fluorescence signal cannot be directly interpreted as a corresponding fluorophore concentration. Another consequence is that the measurement set-up, both on the excitation and detection side, strongly influences not only the signal level but also the spectral shape of the detected signal; c.f. Fig. 21\textsuperscript{112}. Notably, in Fig. 21.b) the detection fibre shields the excitation light from reaching the tissue below the detection fibre, mostly quenching the fluorescence in the blue-green region (<500 nm) while having less influence on the yellow-red light (>580 nm). To monitor the overall performance of the system a stable fluorescence reference should be employed (in our case, 10 mg Rhodamine 6G dissolved in 60 ml ethylene glycol). Furthermore, the spectral response of the detection system should be compensated for using for example the emission of a calibrated black-body radiator.

It is also possible to measure not only the spectral characteristics of the fluorescence spectrum, but also the temporal aspects of the spectrum can be investigated. Several imaging fluorescence systems have been developed\textsuperscript{113-115}. Such systems fall beyond the extent of this thesis and are only mentioned here as a reference. The fluorescence systems, being point monitoring (Papers I, III, V–VII, and VIII) and

\textsuperscript{vii} The chlorophyll in plants can also be remotely monitored using LIF.
imaging (Papers IX-X) systems, utilized in the work presented within the framework of this thesis are briefly described below.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 21. Illustration of the influence of the measurement set-up to the detected fluorescence signal, from Eker et al.**

### 4.5.1 Point monitoring systems

Point measurements from are illustrated in Fig. 21. Here the detected signal is dispersed in wavelength to yield a full emission spectrum at each single point. In most cases set-up a) will be the most convenient using the same fibre both for excitation and detection. The thin optical fibre can easily be inserted in an endoscope or even in the lumen of a needle making it possible to measure on almost any organ. In a clinical setting care must be taken to ascertain that proper antiseptic or sterile conditions are maintained.

Two different point monitoring systems developed by our group were used during the measurements, Papers I, III-V, VIII. The first system utilizes a pulsed nitrogen laser (\(\lambda = 337\) nm, \(W_{\text{pulse}} = 75\) µJ, \(t_{\text{pulse}} = 3\) ns, \(\text{prf} = 15\) Hz) for either direct measurements or to pump a dye laser (\(\lambda = 405\) nm, \(W_{\text{pulse}} \approx 1\) µJ, dye: diphenylstilbene in dioxane). The wavelengths of this system are then appropriate for both autofluorescence and porphyrin fluorescence investigations, respectively. The wavelength used is controlled by the software, which in turn controls the hardware. It takes less than 1 second to change between the wavelengths. By utilizing pulsed excitation and gated (intensified), detection this system is insensitive to the ambient light, which can be quite strong, e.g., in an operating theatre. Generally, the spectra from 20 laser pulses are recorded and accumulated to increase the S/N-ratio. One measurement (using both wavelengths) then takes approximately 3 seconds. The system is quite compact, the optical unit measures \(47\times40\times21\) cm³ and weighs 19 kg.
The recent development of diode lasers with wavelengths extending into the blue−UV region have made them very attractive as sources for even more compact fluorosensors. One such system has been developed and extensively evaluated by our group; bench-marked against the system described above. The system consists of fairly few basic components, c.f. Fig. 22. A diode laser ($\lambda = 396$ nm, $W = 1.2$ mW) driven by a 9V standard battery is focused into a 600-$\mu$m fibre via a dichroic beam-splitter. The distal end of the fibre is held in gentle contact to the sample. The induced fluorescence is collected by the same fibre and guided back into the spectrometer, this time passing the beam-splitter and a filter (to remove the elastically scattered light).

![Fig. 22. Top view of the diode fluorosensor.](image)

This system does not utilise pulsed laser excitation and gated detection. Thus, the ambient light will interfere with the measurements, although this can be compensated for by first acquiring a background. This is done by first measuring on the sample with the laser turned on and then immediately measuring for an equal mount of time with the laser turned off.

This diode laser-based system proved to have comparable performance as the nitrogen laser based-system for investigations in connection to ALA-PDT. However, for autofluorescence measurements shorter wavelengths should be employed (~340 nm) but at the point of assembly that kind of lasers were not commercially available. A fluorosensor based on diode lasers was later incorporated in the system presented in Sect. 6.1.
4.5.2 Imaging systems

The strength of a point monitoring system is the ability to acquire a full spectrum of the sample in virtually no time with fairly simple and cheap equipment. The big disadvantages of these systems, when it comes to clinical applications, is that small lesions are difficult to find and that the fluorescence information cannot easily be interpreted as pertaining to a certain illness. The purpose of imaging systems is mainly to facilitate the clinicians in finding lesions that may be difficult, or even impossible, to find by the naked eye, and then use traditional methods to diagnose the suspicious areas. Attempts to develop imaging systems with built-in interpretation of the fluorescence are being pursued, one of which is briefly presented below. A recent review on imaging fluorescence systems can be found in reference 119.

Single/multi colour imaging systems

With a priori knowledge of the wavelength dependence of the lesions being investigated, it is possible to limit the number of wavelengths measured. One such system was developed in Lund (now intellectual property of Xillix Technologies Corp, BC, Canada), employing multi-colour real-time fluorescence imaging adopted for detection of porphyrin fluorescence115,120,121. The fluorescence is generated by a pulsed frequency doubled Alexandrite laser (tuned to \(\lambda = 390\) nm). The detection system consists of an optical set-up that disperses three wavelength bands on separate areas of a CCD detector while at the same time acquiring a video image of the area being investigated. In principle, a false colour image is then generated by forming a dimensionless contrast function, \(F_k\), based on the intensities in the three wavelength bands:

\[
F_k = \frac{\text{Red} - k_1 \cdot \text{Green}}{k_2 \cdot \text{Blue}}.
\]  

(29)

Here Blue, Green, and Red are the intensities in the regions: 420–480 nm (tissue autofluorescence), 480–580 nm (reference region), and 580–750 nm (porphyrin fluorescence), respectively. The constants \(k_1\) and \(k_2\) have different values for different applications. This will result in a high value of \(F_k\) for areas with high fluorescence intensity in the red region i.e. regions with high porphyrin contents. By superimposing the contrast function over the video image it is possible to display a live image of tissue sensitized with porphyrins.
In this a category of systems also a commercially available endoscope (developed by Karl Storz GmbH & Co. KG, Tüttlingen, Germany) is worth mentioning, since it is widely used at many clinics. Basically, it consists of a filtered Xenon arc lamp ($\lambda = 375-440$ nm) inducing the fluorescence and an imaging CCD camera with a high-pass filter ($\lambda > 450$ nm) for detection. Due to the small wavelength difference between the excitation light and the detection filter some of the elastically scattered light is allowed to reach the detector along with the fluorescence. These two light components are then displayed on a monitor, where areas with high porphyrin contents will stand out as brighter than areas with low porphyrin contents. Using a foot switch the clinician then chooses between the fluorescence imaging mode or the normal endoscopic view. This system has been used extensively for detection of tumours in the urinary bladder$^{122,123}$ but also for tumours in the oral cavity$^{124,125}$, breast tumours$^{126}$, cervical$^{127}$, and gastrointestinal$^{128}$ lesions.

**Multispectral imaging systems**

An instrument extracting the spectral information in many wavelengths bands for cervical malignancies is being built and developed by Science and Technology International®, Honolulu, USA. The HSDI® system (Hyper-Spectral Diagnostic Imaging) combines a conventional video colposcope with a line-scanning push-broom, multi-spectral imaging system. The cervix is being illuminated line by line and the re-emitted light is collected by an imaging CCD detector (typical resolution: $150 \times 150$ pixels), after being dispersed by a spectrometer ($\lambda = 400-760$ nm). For each pixel in the illuminated line the spectrum will be perpendicularly positioned, with respect to the extent of the line. By then scanning the illumination light over the cervix a spectrum is acquired for every pixel of the whole cervix. This can be done in both fluorescence and white-light illumination mode and each measurement takes approximately 12 and 7 seconds, respectively. The ambition with such a complex system is not only to assist the clinician in finding possible lesions, but also to accurately delineate and diagnose lesions. Papers VIII-X regard data collected on 111 patients in a larger clinical study performed in Vilnius, Lithuania, where our point monitoring system (described in the previous section) served as fluorescence reference to the HSDI® system.
Another system extracting full spectral information in each spatial position is the SpectraCube® system (Applied Spectral Imaging, Ltd., Migdal Ha’Emek, Israel). In this system the area being examined is imaged through a Sagnac-interferometer, capturing the interferogram of the examined area. The interferogram is then Fourier-transformed yielding the spectrum of each pixel. Instead of a scanning in the spatial domain (like in the HSDI® system), the scanning is now performed in the spectral domain.

4.6 Data analysis of fluorescence spectra

Since the fluorescence emission spectrum of tissue normally does not exhibit any sharp, distinct features the information of a large part or the whole spectrum needs to be evaluated. Even if the penetration of the excitation light is fairly limited the fluorescence signal (which is shifted towards the red part of the spectrum) can travel a distance in the order of a few millimetres. The probing depth may then span over both diseased and healthy tissue limiting the diagnostic value of the fluorescence signal. The most obvious fluorescence indication of a tissue dysfunction is the lowered intensity in the blue green part of the spectrum (450-510 nm, c.f. Fig. 24) but this is not specific for malignancies, also benign conditions and inflammations may yield a similar decrease in signal. Furthermore, both the inter patient and intra patient variations are considerable, emphasizing the need of acquiring a spectrum from healthy tissue from a region close to the lesion. The above illustrates some of the difficulties in the interpretation of autofluorescence data. Still, successful attempts to do so have been performed by various groups on different tissue types: colon, cervix uteri, atherosclerotic plaque.

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c}
\hline
\text{Wavelength (nm)} & \text{Healthy skin} & \text{BCC} \\
\hline
430 & & & & \\
530 & & & & \\
630 & & & & \\
730 & & & & \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c}
\hline
\text{Wavelength (nm)} & \text{Normalized intensity (a.u.)} \\
\hline
430 & & & & \\
530 & & & & \\
630 & & & & \\
730 & & & & \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Fig. 24. Typical fluorescence spectra (\(\lambda_{exc} = 405 \text{ nm}\)) from a BCC and adjacent healthy skin in connection with PDT: a) 6h after ALA application b) after the therapeutic irradiation.
Fluorescence spectroscopy using an exogenous fluorophore greatly simplifies the data analysis. The spectral information used can be reduced down to the region/s where the fluorophore has its highest influence. In Paper I, the fluorescence from BCCs sensitized with ALA and ALA-ME was studied in order to assess possible differences in PpIX concentration following administration of the two sensitizers. This could be of interest for photodynamic therapy. The fluorescence build-up was monitored during the treatment for both the lesion and the surrounding healthy skin. The fluorescence data was quantified by forming the ratio between the intensity at the PpIX fluorescence peak (635 nm) in relation to the maximum intensity for the autofluorescence (480-490 nm). We found this ratio to be significantly higher for ALA-ME treated lesions while at the same time being slightly lower for the healthy skin, compared to ALA. This suggests that ALA-ME is superior to ALA in that a lower light dose could be delivered for photodynamic therapy with preserved therapeutic effect. Also the data suggested that illumination after 4h, instead of the clinical praxis of 6h (for ALA), could be employed in order to avoid excessive build-up of PpIX in the healthy skin.

Again the evaluation was conducted by forming a ratio, similar to the case of the imaging system. Forming ratios is a very simple albeit powerful technique to qualitatively evaluate fluorescence spectra. Many unknown factors influencing the fluorescence spectrum cancels out by forming the ratio, i.e. fluctuations of the excitation source and detection efficiency, variations in the incident illumination angle. There is no direct relation between the concentration of a fluorophore and the fluorescence intensity because of the different optical properties at the excitation and the emission wavelength. Still, a method to assess the concentration from fluorescence data has been presented by Sterenborg et al.\textsuperscript{135}, who used two excitation wavelengths and two detection wavelengths.
Chapter 5

Photodynamic therapy

Photodynamic therapy, or PDT, is a modality for treatment of various localised lesions, mostly malignant or pre-malignant tumours, using therapeutic light and a photosensitizer in the presence of tissue oxygen. Following administration, the photosensitizer (or its pre-cursor) will accumulate to a higher degree in diseased cells than in healthy cells. After allowing the sensitizer to build-up for a certain amount of time (typically a few hours), the whole lesional area is illuminated by therapeutic light. By matching the wavelength of the therapeutic light to the absorption of the sensitizer, much of the light will be absorbed by the photosensitizer, which will induce a chemical reaction resulting in the formation of oxidative species\textsuperscript{136}.

![Diagram showing the physical mechanism behind ALA-PDT](attachment:ALA-PDT_diagram.png)

Fig. 25. A schematic view of the physical mechanism behind ALA-PDT. Following irradiation of the therapeutic light the sensitizer (here PpIX) is transferred to one of its metastable triplet states. The sensitizer may then give its excess energy to a neighbouring oxygen molecule, thereby forming singlet oxygen \([0_2(\Delta_g)]\). This highly reactive oxygen will a) induce tissue necrosis and b) degrade the photosensitizer, resulting in a photobleaching of the PpIX.
The modality has several benefits as compared to conventional tumour treatment, e.g. chemotherapy, ionising radiation or surgery:

- **Selective treatment**: during treatment the healthy tissue will be spared due the low concentration of the photosensitizer in these cells making this modality an attractive option when treating lesions in the vicinity of sensitive healthy structures. Also, PDT usually results in a good cosmetic outcome since the healthy connective tissue most often is left intact.

- **Light as radiation source**: will not induce malignancies as ionising radiation might do. The treatment can be repeated many times since there is no life-time dose limitation as with radiotherapy (the connective tissue is left intact).

- **Polyclinical treatment**: the total treatment takes approximately 4-6 hours, under supervision of personnel for less than 1 hour.

- **Self regulating treatment**: the sensitizers are consumed during the treatment, effectively reducing the risk of over-treating a lesion.

- **Relaxed sterility conditions**: the treatment itself is frequently minimally invasive.

The main disadvantages are mainly the limited penetration depth of both the treatment light and the sensitizer (for topical applications). This reduces the clinical indication to comprise superficial and non-pigmented lesions. Unfortunately, malignant melanomas are responding well following PDT. To a varying degree the patients also experience a certain discomfort, often described as a “stinging”, “prickling” or “burning” sensation, even though the temperature of the lesion only increases a few centigrades during irradiation. Local anaesthesia can be administered, although spraying the treatment area with cool water greatly reduces the sensation. Finally, some sensitizers have a very long clearance time making the patients sensitive to light for several days or weeks.

Clinical PDT has been explored for more than 20 years and the modality is gradually achieving clinical acceptance. Today PDT can be considered as an option for many indications. Many photosensitizers have been approved and further clinical trials are in progress. Lights sources that were once complex and expensive are now being replaced by compact, cheap light sources. All of the above are reasons why PDT is attracting both clinical and commercial interest. Two excellent reviews on the clinical use of PDT can be found in Morton et al. and Brown et al.
5.1 The physiological mechanisms behind PDT

Following the irradiation by the treatment light, the sensitizer may react with its microenvironment in two principally different, competing ways:

- Type I reaction – in which the sensitizer transfers its energy to a neighbouring atom or molecule, forming a free radical.
- Type II reaction – in which the sensitizer reacts with the molecular oxygen in tissue, transforming harmless triplet oxygen \([O_2(\Sigma_g)]\) into highly oxidative singlet oxygen \([O_2(\Delta_g)]\).

The type II process is believed to be the dominant process in PDT. These highly toxic compounds have been estimated to diffuse 0.01-0.02 \(\mu\)m before reacting with their closest surrounding - the malignant cells – causing a primary tissue necrosis, c.f. Fig. 25. In the absence of oxygen, the type I reaction dominates but the cells have protective mechanisms that can handle most free radical formation much more efficient than singlet oxygen formation\(^{140}\). Excess oxygen is therefore a prerequisite for an efficient PDT effect.

Due to the very short diffusion range of the singlet oxygen (\(-1/10\) the size of a red blood cell), the sub cellular location of the sensitizer is important for the cell killing effect. Suggested sub cellular targets are lysosomes and membranes inducing a combination of necrosis and apoptosis, respectively\(^{141,142}\). These are also the primary PDT effects contributing to the cell death as observed clinically. In particular, for intravenously administered sensitizers the high levels of sensitizer in the circulating blood plasma will target the membranes of the endothelial cells, resulting in a considerable primary vascular damage. The secondary effects are due to the membrane damage that partly stimulates a release of inflammatory and immunostimulating mediators that further induces apoptosis\(^{143}\), and partly impairs the circulation, the latter is believed to be especially lethal for proliferating cells, such as malignant cells\(^ {144}\).

The PDT process is efficiently self-terminating for many kinds of sensitizers. The photosensitizer acts as catalyst in the excitation processes described above, returning to its original state after the energy transfer. The produced singlet oxygen (or free radicals) may though counteract irreversibly with the photosensitizer, oxidising it. The process is called photobleaching, since the amount of available sensitizer will be greatly reduced, efficiently stopping the PDT process. The therapeutic result is that the lesions, up to a certain point, cannot be over treated.
5.2 Photosensitizers

The first photosensitizer used was HpD and much research has been performed on understanding the PDT mechanisms and improving the properties of photosensitizers since. There are several properties to take into account when comparing photosensitizers. Since the penetration of light in tissue is wavelength dependent and increases towards the red part of the spectrum it is desirable to have a sensitizer with a high absorbance as far as possible into the red region to be able to treat thicker lesions. Today there are many sensitizers absorbing at longer wavelengths than the initial 630 nm corresponding to HpD. Also it is important to have a high tumour targeting selectivity or that the sensitizer targets structures that are more sensitive in tumours than in healthy tissue, e.g. the vascular bed. Also the timescale by which the sensitizer both accumulates and leaves the body is of great patient interest. Unfortunately, some sensitizers have a very long-lasting photosensitizing effect, for some sensitizers lasting several months. Other aspects to take into account could be the administration route and the possible side-effects of the sensitizer itself. The following section presents a selection of sensitizers considered as possible candidates for superficial and interstitial-PDT, c.f. Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensitizer</th>
<th>Commercial name</th>
<th>$\lambda_{\text{ex}}$ (nm)</th>
<th>Approved clinical indications*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HpD</td>
<td>Photofrin®</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>lung, oesophagus, cervix uteri, urinary bladder, gastric cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALA,</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>actinic keratosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALA-ME</td>
<td>Metvix®</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>actinic keratosis, BCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mTHPC</td>
<td>Foscan®</td>
<td>652</td>
<td>head, neck cancer,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPD</td>
<td>Verteoporfin,</td>
<td>690 AMD***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visudyne®</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Commercially available photosensitizers for oncological indications, which may also be used for fluorescence investigations. *Not all indications in Europe are approved in the USA and vice versa. **generic substance *** Age-related Macular Degeneration, not an oncological indication, but widely employed.

5.2.1 Porphyrins

The porphyrin PpIX, and its pre-cursor ALA, were described in detail in Sect. 4.4.1. The successful use of porphyrins for PDT was first explored by Diamond et al. in 1972, who tested haematoporphyrin on cell cultures. This was soon followed up
in several clinical studies\textsuperscript{146,147} were HpD was used as sensitizer. However, patients administered with HpD remain sensitive to light for several weeks and the sensitizing compound is quickly degraded upon light exposure. Since the biochemical processes of porphyrins in the body have been known for long, the idea to use ALA as a sensitizer precursor emerged and was experimentally tested by Malik and Lugaci\textsuperscript{148} and Peng et al.\textsuperscript{149} in 1987, quickly followed by the first clinical studies by Kennedy and Pottier\textsuperscript{103,150} in 1990 and 1992. Work with ALA-PDT also started early in the Lund group\textsuperscript{151}.

The pioneering work using with HpD has paved the way for the development of the clinical protocols and handling of safety issues regarding PDT, as well as illustrating the benefits and disadvantages of the modality. HpD is now approved for a number of indications and it proven to be efficient in eradicating tumours, easy to administer (intravenously), and also it has a low general toxicity. The disadvantages are mainly the low selectivity\textsuperscript{144} with a ratio of 2-3:1 in concentration (tumour to healthy tissue), the long build-up time (~48-72 hours) and the slow clearance time (~2-6 weeks). These are issues that many of the subsequent compounds have been aiming to improve.

5.2.2 Chlorins

Chlorins are chemically similar to porphyrins, differing only in that one, or more, of the double bonds in the porphyrin ring are reduced for the corresponding chlorin. One of the implications of this is that the absorption spectrum of chlorins is shifted towards longer wavelengths, compared to porphyrins, giving chlorins a green colour while porphyrins usually are red. One well known chlorin is the chlorophyll of green plants in which a Mg\textsuperscript{2+}−ion has been incorporated in the core of the molecule. Normally plants have a very efficient conversion of the sunlight into chemically available energy, strongly quenching the emission of fluorescence. Even so plants can be made to fluoresce by overloading that conversion with a strong excitation light, yielding the typical double peak fluorescence (c.f. Fig. 24) at about 685 nm and 740 nm\textsuperscript{152}.

A clinically\textsuperscript{153-155} used chlorin for PDT is meta-tetrahydroxyphenylchlorin (mTHPC) also know as Temoporfin or under the commercial name: Foscan\textsuperscript{®}. It was clinically approved 2001 for palliative head and neck cancer. It has shown to be highly efficient (\(\lambda = 652 \text{ nm}\)) even at low drug doses, like HpD, it suffers from low selectivity, slow build-up (96 h, typically) and long clearance time (3-6 weeks).

Another sensitizer belonging to the chlorin family is, despite the name, benzoporphyrin derivative (BPD) or Verteporfin. It has been successfully used for treatment of age related macular degeneration (AMD)\textsuperscript{156,157}. AMD is a disease in which vascular generation on the choroidea eventually will lead to blindness in elderly patients. The clinical ease of this method, for both clinician and patient, has
highly contributed to its popularity. After 10 minutes of intravenous infusion, followed by 15 minutes of build-up, the patient is irradiated for 83 seconds ($\lambda = 690$ nm, $\phi =$ 600 mW/cm$^2$, dose: 50 J/cm$^2$), efficiently closing the leaky vessels sparing the overlying retinal tissue.

5.3 Oxygen

Readily available oxygen, provided by the hemoglobin in the blood vessels, is a fundamental element in PDT. In order to ascertain that sufficient oxygen is available during the PDT process, two aspects of the treatment have to be considered. Firstly, there could be a transient depletion of the available oxygen as a direct result of the treatment. Some groups have suggested that by delivering the light in fractions, the oxygenation (and maybe also the sensitizer level) is allowed to recover, resulting in a more efficient treatment$^{158-162}$, although this effect is not always present$^{162,163}$. This leads up to the second consideration; since sensitizers may target the vascular bed of the lesion (or the surrounding healthy tissue) it is possible that this might permanently impair the oxygen supply to the lesion. This is somewhat supported by the fact that a too large initial illumination does not lead to a significantly increased tissue damage, as a short initial illumination might$^{162}$.

In an equipment developed within the framework of this thesis, the therapeutic light is delivered in sessions of 30-60 seconds followed by a measurement session (with the therapeutic light shut off) lasting approximately 45 seconds (c.f. Sect.6.1). This is repeated until reaching the full treatment time. With our system it is not possible to determine if the oxygen level recuperates during the short period of time the treatment light is shut off, Paper VII. What we do see is that the oxygen level decreases steadily during the whole treatment, suggesting that a longer dark interval would be required to restore the oxygen level. It still remains to be investigated if this has any effect on the treatment efficacy.

5.4 Light

5.4.1 Light sources

A frequently used light source for clinical PDT has been high-power tungsten lamps. These light sources have a broad spectral distribution making a large part of the emitted light ineffective for the excitation of the photosensitizer since the absorption spectra of these compounds generally are relatively narrow-banded. Although there seems to be synergistic effects of a mild hyperthermia in connection to PDT$^{164}$, large amounts of heat needed to be filtered out with that kind of lamps. Furthermore, these sources had a poor beam quality making them difficult to couple efficiently into optical fibres or endoscopes. With the introduction of high power diode lasers at the wavelengths used for PDT, a light source well adapted to
both the absorption spectrum of the photosensitizer was available, not generating
much excess heat in the treatment area. The beam characteristics of most lasers also
make them good candidates for coupling into optical fibres. The development of
semi-conductor lasers have lead to cheaper, compact, turn-key laser systems at
nearly any wavelength of the visible spectrum, with sufficiently high output even for
the needs of PDT. Also for superficial treatment, the use of even cheaper light
emitting diode arrays (LEDs)\textsuperscript{165,166} may be used. Even if the output of an individual
LED is quite low they can be combined into a matrix giving a sufficient total
output.

A convenient way to compare the effectiveness of different light sources is by
comparing the relative biological efficiency (RBE)\textsuperscript{167,168}. The RBE is given by:

\[
RBE = \frac{\int I(\lambda)E(\lambda)d\lambda}{\int I(\lambda)} ,
\]

where \(E(\lambda)\) is the normalized action spectrum of the sensitizer and \(I(\lambda)\) is the
intensity of the lamp.

The light source used in Papers I–VI was a fibre-coupled diode laser (Ceralas\textsuperscript{TM}
PDT 635, Biolitec, Bonn, Germany) emitting light at 635 nm with a maximum
power of 2W. The superficial lesions, in Papers I–II, were irradiated with a total
surface energy of 60 J/cm\textsuperscript{2} while the fluence rate did not exceed 150 mW/cm\textsuperscript{2} so as
to not induce any hyperthermal effects\textsuperscript{164}. By having a microlens at the tip of the
output fibre a uniform light distribution was achieved over the illuminated area. For
Papers III to VI the same light source was coupled into a light distributor with six
output fibres, each fibre giving between 100-180 mW out of a 600 \(\mu\text{m}\) clear-cut
optical fibre. The light sources used in the system presented in Paper VII are
described in Sect. 6.1.1.

Comment on the use of dosimetric units
Commonly there is an inconsistency between the terminology used by clinicians
compared to the mathematical definitions. When clinicians refer to fluence rate (or
dose rate) they refer to the incident intensity per unit \textit{area} [W/m\textsuperscript{2}], which
mathematically is equivalent to the irradianc. These quantities are identical only
for light travelling in one direction, which is the case for the incoming light in
superficial PDT. The quantities are not identical as soon as the light enters the body
due to the scattering of the tissue.
The clinical dose is calculated as the clinical fluence rate multiplied by the treatment time, resulting in the *incident* energy per unit *area*. The common units used for the clinical fluence rate and dose are: mW/cm$^2$ and J/cm$^2$, respectively. On the other hand, the mathematical dose, $W(r)$ [J/m$^3$] J/m$^3$ is defined as the *deposited* energy per unit *volume* according to:

$$W(r) = \mu_a \int \phi(r, t) dt,$$

(31)

---

For cylindrical diffusers the corresponding units are: mW/cm and J/cm.
Chapter 6

Interstitial Photodynamic Therapy

Interstitial PDT (IPDT) has emerged as a means of overcoming the limited penetration of the therapeutic light \(^{169-171}\). By delivering the light using multiple optical fibres inserted into a tumour, thick lesions and/or deeply lying lesions can be successfully treated with PDT\(^{172}\). Virtually any kind of lesion can be accessed in this way. Much of the work presented in this thesis was done in order to develop and evaluate equipment for IPDT, Papers III-VII. The idea behind the developed systems is to use the inserted fibres not only to deliver the therapeutic light but also to optically monitor parameters of relevant therapeutic interest in order to improve the clinical outcome, Fig. 26.

![Diagram of equipment development](image)

**Fig. 26.** Overview of the concept of the equipment developed. The optical fibres inserted in the lesion are used both for therapeutic irradiation and measurement of treatment parameters. The feed-back from the measurements should then be used to interactively control the therapy. Figure from Paper VII.
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These measurements will probe the tissue between the fibres and a low-resolution tomographic image could be calculated. Since PDT relies on the simultaneous presence of light, sensitiser, and oxygen; those were the parameters we aimed to retrieve. For the first system (IPDT-I) developed in this work, described in Paper VI and used in Papers III-V, only the intensity of the light at the therapeutic wavelength could be measured. In its successor (IPDT-II) we believe that we can accurately assess all three parameters, c.f. Paper VII. Below both systems are presented briefly, the focus will mostly be on the second generation system. Also results from initial clinical experiences will be discussed.

6.1 Overview of the system set-up

IPDT-I consisted of an external fibre-coupled, 2W diode laser (Ceralas™ PDT 635, Biolitec, Bonn, Germany) being coupled into the light distribution unit, distributing the incoming laser light into either 3 or 6 output optical fibres (core diameter: 400-µm, outer diameter: 0.9 mm) inserted in the lesion; see Fig. 27. The maximum therapeutic output with this system was 0.7 W. The laser light was distributed using a set-up consisting of lenses and beam splitters that allowed for a moveable photodiode to be positioned in the beam path of each individual fibre, c.f. Fig. 27 (right). These photodiodes where sequentially used to measure the collected light at the tip of every patient fibre during the treatment. A measurement session lasts for approximately one minute. The fluorescence measurements performed in connection to PDT were done using the point monitoring systems described in Sect. 4.5.1.

Fig. 27. Left: System overview (IPDT-I), from Paper III. 1) Treatment laser, 2) Light distribution unit, 3. Computer, 4. Treatment fibres. Inset left: top view of the light distribution unit. Right: Detail from the light distribution unit showing one patient fibres in treatment mode (top) and one fibre in detection mode with the photodiode measuring the light intensity at the fibre tip (bottom), from Paper VI.
In IPDT-II the treatment laser and the different components for measuring sensitizer fluorescence, oxygen levels and light distribution were combined into a single compact system; c.f. Fig. 28. The system measured $30\times43\times21$ cm$^3$ and weighed 12 kg (laptop not included). The therapeutic light was generated by six, 250 mW, pigtailed, diode lasers ($\lambda = 635$ nm) coupled into a light distribution unit, resulting in a maximum total therapeutic output, of 1.2 W, after losses in the beam-splitter unit. The module for measuring the photosensitizer fluorescence is based on the concept of the diode fluorosensor described in Sect. 4.5.1. The oxygen saturation level is assessed by monitoring the penetration of light at two separate wavelengths, similar to the concept of clinical pulse oximetry\textsuperscript{173,175}. Both systems have been used only for ALA-PDT. For use with another sensitizer the therapeutic light source would have to be changed accordingly. This is trivial in the case of the IPDT-I but this was also incorporated when designing the IPDT-II. By changing the light module (consisting of both the therapeutic light sources and the dosimetric light sources) the system will work at any given wavelength with preserved performance.

6.1.1 \textit{Therapeutic light measurements}

The experience with both systems (Papers III and VII) when measuring the penetration of the therapeutic light is that the penetration decreases during the treatment. This is an interesting finding since this would result in the need for a first order correction of the treatment time in order to really deliver the calculated amount of light to the entire tumour volume. This change in penetration has also been found to vary between patients supporting the concept of individual dosimetry.
A recently suggested mechanism to the altered penetration at the particular wavelength, is that the oxygen consumed during PDT results in decrease of the level of \( \text{HbO}_2 \) in favour of the more absorbing Hb; c.f. Fig. 6. Another possible explanation could be that the decreased penetration may be due to damage to the tissue microcirculation. The actual reason for the mechanism still remains to be thoroughly examined.

### 6.1.2 Photosensitizer level

For fluorescence investigations of superficial lesions with ALA sensitization excitation at 405 nm is often used. We have found that monitoring the fluorescence at that wavelength can only be done prior to starting the therapeutic irradiation. Since the penetration depth of the light is very short at that wavelength, only the immediate tissue closest to the fibre tip will influence the fluorescence signal. At that position the fluence rate of therapeutic light will be at its highest level efficiently bleaching off all available sensitizer. In our initial measurements at this wavelength (unpublished), no sensitizer fluorescence could be detected after 30 seconds of therapeutic irradiation.

Since PpIX has two fluorescence peaks in the red region (635 and 705 nm) it is possible to excite the fluorescence at 635 nm and detect the emitted fluorescence at 705 nm. Light at these wavelengths will travel a sufficiently long distance inducing the fluorescence with light from one fibre and detecting it with another fibre, which is the approach taken in the IPDT-II system. We demonstrated that it was possible to monitor the sensitizer level and the typical PDT photobleaching with that setup.

The interpretation of the bleaching of the fluorescence signal cannot be easily correlated to the induced PDT damage and corresponding treatment outcome. Boere et al. have recently presented experimental data that suggest that the initial photobleaching rate is correlated to a higher level of epithelial damage. This needs to be further investigated.

### 6.1.3 Oxygen saturation level

The tissue oxygen saturation level is given by:

\[
S_{\text{O}_2} = \frac{[\text{HbO}_2]}{[\text{Hb}]+[\text{HbO}_2]},
\]

was measured using a broad-band LED covering the wavelength interval of 750-800 nm. At the isobestic point at 797 nm (c.f. Sect. 2.2.1) the absorption of \( \text{HbO}_2 \) and Hb are equal, while at slightly shorter wavelengths Hb has a higher absorption. In principle, by forming the ratio between the light intensity at the isobestic point
(as a reference) and a shorter wavelength it is possible to monitor changes in the oxygen saturation level, assuming that the changes in light intensity are due to alterations in the blood oxygen supply. The reduction in oxygen saturation during IPDT was found to correlate well with the reduced penetration of the treatment light. This supports the hypothesis that the reduced penetration of the therapeutic light is indeed caused by an increase of Hb in favour of HbO₂, due to the PDT-induced oxygen consumption.

6.2 Software design and dosimetry considerations

Both systems are controlled by custom-made software. The program requires that the tumour geometry is entered, whereby the fibre positions are calculated in order to ascertain that the threshold light dose is delivered to the tumour boundary in the shortest time possible. With knowledge of the fibre positions the light dose is calculated by solving the DE, Eq. (25) using FEM simulations, c.f. Sect. 3.3.3. The source term [q(r)] in Eq. (25) is now exchanged with a sum of sources [Σq_i(r_i)]. For the IPDT–I the FEM calculations were done in a custom-made program written in C++. For the IPDT–II those calculations are performed using FEMLAB. The custom-made FEM program of the first system was developed in order to reduce the long computation times required by commercial FEM programs available at the point of assembly. For the IPDT–II, FEMLAB combined with faster computers give reasonable calculation times in the order a few minutes.

The light distribution in the tumour is calculated using diffusion theory, which will result in an erroneous calculated light distribution close to the fibre tips. This will still have limited importance for delivered therapeutic dose. Since the fibres are inserted into the tumour volume, the therapeutic light dose in the centre of tumour will always be very much higher than the value at the tumour boundary. Thus, even if the calculated values at the centre are wrong the tumour centre will receive (more than) enough therapeutic light. At the same time, the tumour boundary will dictate the required treatment time and in this region the diffusion equation will be a much better approximation.

There are many aspects that need to be considered in order to properly utilise the dosimetric measurement to correlate the data to the therapeutic result, some of which are illustrated by Wilson et al.178. Data from the first clinical treatments with the IPDT-II system is now being evaluated, and will be presented in a manuscript presently in preparation by Ann Johansson.
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Summary of papers

Paper I reports on the diagnostic and therapeutic outcome when using topically applied ALA and ALA-ME for PDT of BCCs. Laser-induced fluorescence was used to measure the build-up of PpIX and, in addition to that, the superficial perfusion and temperature was imaged.

Paper II reports on clinical measurements that indirectly provide information on the vascular mechanisms during topical PDT. An infrared camera was used to measure the superficial temperature and the superficial perfusion was studied using a laser Doppler scanning instrument.

Paper III reports on a clinical trial where thick BCCs were treated with the equipment for IPDT presented in Paper VI.

Paper IV presents an experimental estimation of the photodynamic threshold dose on rodent hind legs muscle, inoculated with an adenocarcinoma cell line, sensitized with PpIX.

Paper V reports on initial results of the interstitial system for PDT.

Paper VI presents the equipment developed for PDT (IPDT–I) with on-line dosimetry used in Papers III and V. This system can interactively assess the light distribution inside of the tumour.

Paper VII presents the successor to the system presented in Paper VI. In addition to the features of its predecessor, this system has a build-in fluorosensor and it also has the capability to monitor changes in oxygen saturation level during treatment.

Paper VIII deals with histopathological evaluation of cervical biopsies. The orientation, location and pathological variability within biopsies are recorded to allow correlation between the histopathological diagnosis and the fluorescence spectra.

Papers IX–X are connected with Paper VIII since they originate from the same clinical trial, where a fluorescence and reflectance imaging system was used for investigations of the cervix. The correlation between the fluorescence spectral shape and histopathological diagnosis is discussed in Paper IX. In Paper X, the spatial variation in the cervical images is calculated.

Contribution by the author to the papers

Paper I. Major part of the clinical measurements, data evaluation, and manuscript preparation.

Paper II. Substantial part of clinical measurements. Contributions to scientific discussion and manuscript preparation.

Paper III. Major part of the clinical measurements, data evaluation, and manuscript preparation.
Paper IV. Contributions to the experimental measurements and the scientific discussion.

Paper V. Substantial part of the experimental measurements. Large part of data evaluation and manuscript preparation.

Paper VI. Substantial part of the experimental measurements and the manuscript preparation. Contribution to the data evaluation.

Paper VII. Substantial part of the equipment assembly, experimental measurements, data evaluation and manuscript preparation.

Paper VIII. Substantial part of the fluorescence point monitoring and study design, contributions to the scientific discussion.

Paper IX. Substantial part of the fluorescence point monitoring.

Paper X. Participation in the clinical trail. Evaluation of point monitoring fluorescence spectra.
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